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SUMMARY

The secondary lamellae of larval and adult lamprey gills 

alternate on either side of filaments, become more widely spaced as 

filament length increases and increase in area as the body weight 

becomes greater. In terms of body weight, however, the number and 

total length of the filaments and the total number of secondary 

lamellae, together with the number of secondary lamellae found on a 

given distance of filament, increase during metamorphosis. The 

reverse is true, however, of the bilateral area of the secondary 

lamellae which is considerably greater in aramocoetes. The total 

gill area, expressed in terms of body weight, of both larval (1462- 

2717 mm^ g*” )̂ and adult (1402-2337 ram̂  g” )̂ -D. fVuviatiZis are 

comparable with those found in the most active teleosts. The harmonic 

mean of the water-blood pathway in the secondary lamellae ranged 

from 4.39 yra in a 0.25 g aramocoete to 1.42 pm in a 3.5 g adult 

L, planeri.

Scanning electron microscopy showed that the surface of 

the secondary lamellae were covered with a thick layer of mucus after 

fixation in 5.0% glutaraldehyde, whereas at high (25.0%), and 

particularly very low concentrations (0.1%), it was often virtually 

absent. Prominent raised edges separated adjacent cells, and the 

cell surface bore a mass of short convoluted low microridges. If 

5,0% glutaraldehyde stimulates the discharge of the raucous cells, the 

microridges under normal conditions would increase the surface area 

by 1.8 times and produce a localised area of microturbulence that 

would facilitate gaseous exchange.
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Measurement of standard oxygen consumption during the six 

stages of metamorphosis showed a rise from 20.3 to 50,5 yl g”  ̂ h“  ̂

in L, planeri and from 29.3 to 60.4 yl g”  ̂ h“  ̂ in L, fluviatilis.

In L, planeri the mean rate rose to 73.3 yl g“  ̂ h"^ in males and 

declined to 44,1 yl g"*̂  h”  ̂ in females. Standard oxygen consumption 

and ventilatory frequency of Stage 6 of L, fluviatilis rose from 

24.3 yl g”  ̂ h”  ̂ and 33.0 beats rain”  ̂ at 5°C to 103.8 yl g”  ̂ h~^ and

98.2 beats min“  ̂ at 15°C. In contrast to larvae, metamorphosing 

animals displayed a circadian rhythm of oxygen consumption.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I.I. PHYLOGENY

The lampreys (Petromyzoniformes) and hagfishes 

(Myxiniformes) are unique among the Vertebrates in being the sole 

extant members of the Agnatha, They are distinguished from the 

jgnathostomatous fishes by the absence of jaws, scales, internal 

ossification and homologous paired fins. Although representing 

the most primitive group of vertebrates, the lampreys and hagfishes 

possess many specialised features. For example, both groups have 

evolved a tongue-like piston on which are borne numerous small 

teeth for rasping or cutting away the flesh of their hosts 

(Lanzing, 1958; Strahan, 1963). ^

The life cycles of the two cyclostorae groups differ 

markedly. The hagfishes have no larval stage and are entirely 

restricted to a marine environment whereas the larval lamprey is 

found only in freshwater and after a number of years undergoes a 

radical metamorphosis (Hubbs and Potter, 1971; Hardisty and Potter, 

1971a). The young adult stages of many species migrate either to 

the sea or less commonly into lakes or large rivers where they feed 

mainly on populations of teleost fishes (Hardisty and Potter, 1971b), 

Several species, which have apparently been evolved from these 

migratory and parasitic forms, remain in their natal streams and 

do not feed after the end of the larval phase. In these nonparasitic 

or brook lampreys, maturation of the gonads is accelerated in the 

post-larval period with breeding taking place some six to ten months 

after the onset of metamorphosis (Hardisty and Potter, 1971c).



Although there are similarities between lampreys and 

hagfishes, it is clea that, apart from the above life cycle 

differences, they also differ in many other important respects 

(Hubbs and Potter, 1971), Many palaeontologists in fact now 

consider that the two groups diverged not only early in vertebrate 

evolution but may even have been derived from different ostracoderm 

stocks (Bardack and Zangerl, 1963; 1971). Wiiilst most workers

agree, however, that lampreys have evolved from cephalaspids there 

is no such consensus of opinion as to the ancestry of the hagfishes. 

In this context, the suggestions of Stensib (1932, 1968) that the 

rayxinoids evolved from the Heterostraci have been criticised on 

the grounds that this fossil group was diplorhinal while the 

cepbalaspidomorphs had only one nostril (Tarlo, 1961; Heintz, 1963). 

It seems likely that the Heterostraci in fact form a relatively 

discrete group amongst the Agn-.tha (Wang^jb, 1952; Ritchie, 1968) 

although Halstead (1969) has suggested that they could be ancestral 

to the gnathostome lineage.

Within the cephalaspld group, the lampreys are regarded 

by most as having evolved from an anaspid-like ancestor some 350- 

500 million years ago, i.e. during the Ordovician, Silurian or 

Devonian periods (Kiaer, 1924; Stensio, 1932; 1968; Jarvik, 1960; 

Heintz, 1963). Re-examination of the Silurian fossil Jamoytius 

kernooodi by Ritchie (1968) indicates that this lightly armoured 

anaspid is a possible ancestor to the cyclostomes and may have been 

close to the point of divergence of the separate hagfish and lamprey 

stocks. It should be noted, however, that Wickstead (1969) has 

suggested that Jamoytius was an immature stage in the life cycle of 

an Acranian.



The fossil species Mayomyzon pieakoensis described by 

Bardack and Zangerl (.968, 1971) from the mid-Pennsylvanian deposits 

of 280 million years ago is the earliest known representative of the 

cyclostomes. Although lacking teeth on its poorly developed oral 

disc it possessed many features in common with modern lampreys, 

including an apparently functional rasping ’tongue' or piston.

This species therefore indicates the conservative nature of lamprey 

evolution over a long geological period, a feature in common with 

many other vertebrate groups, and one which may preclude using its 

morphology for speculation on the very evolution of lampreys.

Although the earliest knovn gnathostoraes are the 

acanthodians of the Silurian period, the possibility cannot be 

excluded that the group is of even greater antiquity (Moy-Thomas, 

1971). The acanthodians differed from the Agnatha by possessing 

such features as jaws, an operculum, three semi-circular canals 

and a markedly different neurocranial skeleton. Another marked 

point of divergence, and of particular importance in the 

consideration of the morphology of the gill system, is the position 

of the branchial skeleton, which in the gnathostomes lies inside 

rather than outside, the gill bearing arches.

The importance of the orientation of the gills has been 

stressed as a major factor in the evolution of the biting jaws of 

the gnathostomes (Jarvik, 1964; 1968; Stensio, 1968), the inward 

facing gills of the Agnatha having apparently prevented the 

development of the type of jaws found in gnathostomes (Moy-Thomas, 

1971; Sthal 1974). Furthermore, the gill epithelium of the 

Agnatha is derived from embryonic endoderm while the gnathostomatous 

epithelia is ectodermal in origin (Stensio, 1927; Jollie, 1968).



1.2. LIFE CYCLES

The life cycle of lampreys lasts for several years and 

involves two main phases separated by a radical metamorphosis.

During the long initial freshwater stage, which generally lasts for 

at least four years, the larva or ammocoete lies burrowed in the 

silt deposits of rivers and streams (Hardisty and Potter, 1971a).

The aramocoete is relatively inactive and emerges infrequently and
I
^then mainly at night (Gritsenko, 1968; Long, 1968). During this 

sedentary phase, the fins are poorly developed and the eyes, which 

are barely visible beneath the overlying epidermis, are not photo

sensitive, the response to light being mediated only through 

pigmented epidermal cells in the tail (Young, 1935). The growth 

rate is slow, a feature partly reflecting the fact that the diet is
j

composed of detritus, diatoms, algae and other micro-organisms 

which are obtained by filtering the water in the region of the 

burrow (Moore and Beamish, 1973; Moore and Potter, 1976a). The 

food, which is extracted from the water current entering the pharynx 

by means of a mucous net secreted by the endostyle, is carried 

backwards to the intestine (Newth, 1930; Sterba, 1961). The 

unidirectional water current has a dual function, however, since 

when the branchial chamber is contracting and expanding water passes 

out over the gills thereby enabling the exchange of oxygen across 

the gill lamellae.

At the end of larval life, the aramocoete begins to 

metamorphosise and after a few months can be regarded as a young 

adult. Transformation commences with a series of rapid external 

changes which within a few weeks produce an adult-like stage with



prominent functional eyes, an oral disc bearing well developed 

teeth, and dorsal fins which have become much enlarged (Hardisty, 

Potter and Sturge, 1970; Manion and Stauffer, 1970), In contrast 

to the rapidity of the external reorganisation, the internal 

changes, such as the changeover in haemoglobins (Potter and Brown, 

1975) and the opening of the foregut (Hardisty, Potter and Sturge, 

1970), often take several months. In all Northern Hemisphere 

species, the onset of metamorphosis is remarkably synchronous 

^occurring in the period between mid-July and September (Hardisty, 

and Potter, 1971b). During this phase the lamprey is non-trophic 

and relies on lipid reserves laid down as an aramocoete (Lowe,

Beamish and Potter, 1973; Moore and Potter, 1976b). The meta

morphosing animals become increasingly active, and towards the end 

of metamorphosis tend to move from the typical ammocoete beds with 

a high silt content to regions where a larger particle size 

predominates (Applegate, 1950; Potter, 1970; Potter and Huggins, 

1973).

The migration of the young adults of the parasiti- species 

begins either in the autumn, winter or spring, depending on the 

population and the species. At this time, the animals migrate into 

a marine or lacustrine environment, travelling downstream during 

darkness often under the assistance of seasonal flood waters 

(Applegate, 1950; Gritsenko, 1968; Potter and Huggins, 1973).

The adults then feed parasitically for a period lasting from six 

months, in those lampreys which obtain only a relatively small body 

size at spawning, to a few years in the larger species, such as 

those of the anadromous Sea lamprey. By means of the suctorial 

disc they attach themselves to the host fishes and rasp away the



skin with the multicuspid tongue-like piston. An anticoagulant, 

which is released from the buccal gland, prevents clotting of the 

host's blood and thereby facilitates the ingestion of body fluids 

and tissues (Lennon, 1954).

During this phase, the growth rate is very much more rapid 

than in the larvae but, at the onset of the migration back into the 

rivers, feeding ceases and the gut starts to atrophy (Lanzing, 1959). 

During the migration to the spawning grounds, which are located in 

the shallower faster flowing regions of the river, the lipid 

reserves and levels of blood glucose and liver glycogen decline 

(Bentley and Follett, 1965; Moore and Potter, 1976b) and there is 

a marked reduction in both body length and weight (Cotronei, 1924; 

1926; Larsen, 1962; 1973). At the same time the size of the 

gonads increases as the animals approach maturity (Larsen, 1973).

The adults travel up the rivers, surmounting such 

obstacles as small dams and weirs. They attach themselves to stones 

and pebbles by their suckers to maintain their position and then 

exhibit short bursts of intense swimming activity (Applegate, 1950). 

The lampreys usually move mainly at night (Wikgren, 1953;

Skidmore, 1959; Tesch, 1967), often keeping close to the bank 

where the water currents are reduced. During the late spring or 

summer when the water temperature reaches a certain level, the 

animals spawn, generally in shallow fast flowing streams or rivers 

where the substrate is composed of a mixture of sand and pebbles 

(Hardisty and Potter, 1971b). The male is the predominant sex in 

the construction of the nest or redd, using the sucker to remove 

the larger pebbles from the depression that will become the site of 

spawning. After the female has sucked on to a stone at the anterior



end of the redd, the male attaches himself to her head or branchial 

region by means of his oral sucker (Sterba, 1962). He then coils 

himself tightly around her trunk, so that their cloacal regions come 

into close proximity, and at the same time result in the 

simultaneous emission of sperm and ova. The fertilised eggs become 

buried in the sandy substrate which becomes greatly disturbed 

during the spawning act.

I The smaller anadromous or freshwater parasitic species,

Luch as those belonging to the general Lampetra or lahthyomyzorif 

are often found in the same geographical areas as their closely 

nonparasitic derivatives. In the nonparasitic species, the post- 

larval phase is abbreviated to between six and ten months during 

which time the animal does not feed. It was suggested by Hubbs 

as long ago as 1925 that they were evolved from parasitic species 

and Zanandrea (1959) later coined the term "paired species" for 

each pair which comprised an ancestral parasitic and a derivative 

nonparasitic species. In most cases the nonparasitic species enters 

metamorphosis at a larger size than is found in its presumed 

ancestral form. After studying data on the biology of the 

anadromous parasitic Lampetra fluviatilis and its derivative Lampetra 

planerif Hardisty and Potter (1971c) concluded that spéciation in 

this pair had not resulted in a change in the seven year duration 

of the life cycle. It had apparently involved only a delay in the 

time of onset of metamorphosis. The result of this is that in 

L. planeri the larval phase has been extended and the post-larval 

period reduced compared with the situation in L. fluviatilis.

The parasitic species which attain a very large size have 

not given rise to nonparasitic species. However, in the case of



these normally anadromous lampreys they have sometimes given rise 

to smaller landlocked forms which feed in lacustrine environments. 

An example of this group is provided by the landlocked Sea lamprey 

which has had such a deleterious effect on the teleost population 

of the Great Lakes (Smith, 1972).

1.3. RESPIRATION

1.3.1 Respiratory Mechanisms and Structures

The differences between the respiratory mechanisms of the 

hagfish, the ammocoete and the adult lamprey provide one of the most 

striking examples of the very considerable degree of specialisation 

that has occurred amongst the living cyclostomes. Although this 

specialisation necessitates caution in the drawing of phylogenetic 

conclusions, there are features of the respiratory mechanise that 

can be used as a basis for speculating on patterns of evolution 

among the early chordates.

The water entering the pharynx of the protochordates is 

predominantly concerned with the provision of food, although in some 

cases it clearly has a secondary respiratory function. In both 

hagfishes and adult lampreys, however, the sole function of the 

water current is, as in most teleosts and elasmobranchs, concerned 

exclusively with respiration. It is therefore of interest that in 

the larval lamprey the role of the water current entering the 

pharyngeal chamber is in some ways intermediate between the situation 

found in the protochordates and lower gnathostomes (Sterba, 1961). 

Thus, in addition to serving a nutritive function, the presence of



a considerable area of gill lamellae indicates that there has been 

an increase in the importance of this current in terms of oxygen 

uptake. The increase in respiratory importance of this current is 

also augmented by the fact that,whereas the movement of most of the 

water into the pharyngeal chamber of the protochordates is brought 

about by ciliary action it can, at least under conditions of reduced 

oxygen tensions or movement, be brought about in larval lampreys 

by the contraction and expansion of the muscular pharynx (Potter, 

Hill and Gentleman, 1970; Rovainen and Schieber, 1975).

A major problem that must have been involved in the 

evolution of the pumping mechanisms associated with increased 

pharyngeal musculature is that on contraction there would be a 

tendency for water to be passed,not only out over the gills and 

through the gill clefts,but also through the oral aperture. It 

would seem therefore that the muscular flaps of the velum a», the 

anterior end of the pharyngeal chamber were concerned with counter

acting this problem by acting as "back pressure valves" (Sterba, 

1962). Another possibility is that the velum was initially 

evolved as a paddle mechanism for moving water into the pharynx to 

replace the less efficient ciliary mechanisms found in the proto

chordates. Having developed the velar structures, which with little 

modification could act as a valve, the opportunity then arose for 

utilising the branchial musculature as a much more efficient 

auxiliary means of pumping the water over the gills. This latter 

view would appear to be consistent with the observation that when 

the animal is burrowed and remaining immobile for long periods the 

velum can often be seen moving in the absence of any detectable 

branchial movement (Potter et dly 1970; Rovainen and Schieber, 1975)
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However, during movement or when the oxygen tension is drastically 

lowered, both the velum and also the branchial chamber can be 

observed moving in unison. Since the two velar flaps move backwards 

during branchial contraction it seems likely that they form at 

least a partial valve at the point when the water is under maximum 

pressure in the pharyngeal chamber. The velar valves would then 

restrict the movement of water out through the oral hood.

There is one important consideration however, that has to 

be considered in postulating this type of mechanism; namely how is 

the aramocoete able to 'cough* particles out and away from the oral 

hood? This type of observed response, presumably brought about 

either when large particles have collected in the oral hood and or 

in the pharynx, necessitates a change in the typical pattern of 

contraction of the velum and branchial basket. A possible method 

would be that the velum remained in its forward position while the 

branchial chamber contracts. In other words the lack of backward 

movement of the velum reduces its role as a valve and thereby 

permits water to be expelled under pressure through the oral hood.

Although, when the branchial chamber is contracting and 

expanding, the water flow in aramocoetes is generally unidirectional, 

i.e. it passes in through the oral hood and out over the gills and 

through the gill clefts, such a mechanism would clearly not be 

feasible in the adult trophic stage when the animal remains attached 

to its host for long periods. It is apparently for this reason 

that the adult lamprey has evolved a tidal respiratory flow whereby 

the water passes in and out through the gill clefts (Randall, 1972). 

The gill filaments have therefore become modified to form a series 

of pouches which, instead of opening internally into the pharynic,
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lead into a central water tube (Dawson, 1905a, b). This tube is 

closed at its posterior end while anteriorly structures modified 

from the larval velum prevent the entry of particles from the 

pharynx or oral hood. The food is passed into a separate and newly 

formed oesophagous and in this way the nutritive and respiratory 

channels are completely separated. It is worth noting that the 

development of tidal respiration in adult lampreys, apparently a 

necessary prerequisite for its mode of feeding, is a unique system 

amongst aquatic vertebrates.

In contrast to the adult lamprey, the hagfish does not 

attach itself to its living or dying host and may be regarded more 

as a scavenger. There would therefore appear to be no necessity 

to change its respiratory mechanism to one involving a tidal flow.

In contrast, however, to the filter feeding larval lamprey the 

i.agfish has developed separate channels within the pharynx for the 

passage of food and the respiratory water current.

With respect to gill morphology, much progress has been 

made in relating various aspects of the shape, structure and area 

of the gill components of different teleosts to their mode of life 

(see Hughes and Morgan, 1973). In view of the very different 

respiratory mechanisms in larval and adult lampreys just described 

and the differences in their activity and metabolic rates (Sections

1.2 and 1,3), marked differences might be expected to be found in 

the gills of these two divergent stages in the life cycle. Data on 

this aspect of lamprey respiration is, however, relatively limited 

and in the case of inorphometric and meristic measurements of the 

gills is confined to the rather restricted studies on these aspects 

by Sterba (1933) and Czopek and Sava (1971), Furthermore, any
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comparisons between the gill areas they report are made hazardous 

by differences in mea urement techniques and by the fact that they 

are based on a total of only nine animals. The paucity of 

information on this aspect of the biology of lampreys is exceeded 

in the case of hagfishes for which there are no data on gill areas.

The only ultras truetural study emphasising the respiratory 

aspects of lamprey gills was carried out on the larval and adult stages 

of the landlocked Sea lamprey (Youson and Freeman, 1976), Despite 

the different methods of gill ventilation in ammocoetes and adult 

lampreys, the secondary lamellae were sho^m to be similar in their 

fine structure, Youson and Freeman (1976) also noted that the 

water-blood pathway is of a thickness that falls within the range 

recorded for teleost fishes.

}

1,3.2. Metabolism

In teleost fishes, standard oxygen consumption, i.e. the 

rate of oxygen consumption in the absence of activity (Beamish and 

Mookherjii, 1964), has often been measured by extrapolation from a 

series of values for different swimming speeds. Tnis procedure has 

necessitated the development of sophisticated baffle and pump 

systems to provide a uniform and constant flow of water through the 

chamber in which the animal is swimming (e.g. Farmer and Beamish, 

1969). For the less active teleosts, it is possible to use a Blazka 

respirometer in which a Mercury switch mechanism is incorporated to 

detect movement and thereby enable oxygen consumption to be recorded 

only when the animal is inactive (Blazka, Volf and Cepela, 1960),

In a few bottom living teleosts and in elasmobranchs under mild
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anaesthesia, measurements can be made in a simple flow through 

respirometer, the resultant values tnen being regarded as 

corresponding to standard oxygen consumption.

I Since both larval and adult lampreys will settle down for

long periods under certain regimes and exhibit little or no movement, 

standard oxygen consumption can at both stages in the life cycle of 

lampreys be measured directly. In the case of ammocoetes, the use 

of a small chamber containing glass beads (0.5 - 1.0 mm diameter) 

/through which the water can be controlled at a given rate has 

provided the basis for the construction of a respirometer for 

studying larval respiration (dill and Potter, 1970). For adults, 

either a closed (Beamish, 1973) or continuous flow respirometer 

(Claridge and Potter, 1975) can be used with the inside of a tubular 

animal chamber providing a surface onto which the animal will 

readily remain attached for some time by means of its orai cjcker.

In the only study of respiration in hagfishes, Munz and Morris 

(1965) employed a closed system based on a Barcroft respirometer in 

which the animal remained quietly coiled.

Early studies by Leach (1946) on oxygen consumption of 

ammocoetes of Ichthoinyzon fossov did not employ a substrate, a 

feature which almost certainly resulted in the recording of higher 

values than would be found under normal conditions. This point is 

borne out by a comparison of the respiration of burrowed and 

unburrowed ammocoetes of L. iplanerv under conditions that were 

identical apart from the presence or absence of glass bead substrate 

(Potter and Rogers, 1972). This latter investigation showed that 

the mean rate of oxygen consumption reaches a constant level much 

more slowly in unburrowed ammocoetes and was never as low as that
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found in burrowed individuals. In burrowed ammocoetes of both 

L» planerv and J, hubbsï^ the rates of oxygen consumption were 

clearly similar with the values at 15 - 15.5°C for a 1.5 g animal 

lying between 42 and 52 pi g 1 h ^. That this is a low rate for 

a lower vertebrate is borne out by the fact that it is much less 

than that recorded even for the relatively sedentary plaice, 

Plueroneates ptateasa (Edwards, Finlayson and Steele, 1968). At 

the same time, however, it is greater than the rate recorded 

/by Courtney and Newell (1960) for Branahiostoma lanaeolatum.

Although there are clearly limitations regarding Leach’s 

(1946) regime, a comparison of his values for metamorphosing and 

larval stages may provide an indication in relative terms of what 

is happening during the transition from araraocoete to young adult.

It is therefore of interest that there were indications that the 

rate of oxygen consumption declined during the very earliest 

stages of transformation before clearly rising to exceed that found 

in ammocoetes; this elevation occurring however only after the 

main metamorphic changes had taken place. Leach considered his 

oxygen consumption values in conjunction with the conversion of the 

endostyle into a thyroid gland and on the basis of his findings

suggested that the elevation in oxygen consumption during the later

stages of metamorphosis could not be related to thyroid function. 

This finding is in agreement with work on teleosts which has 

suggested that thyroxine apparently plays no role in controlling the

metabolic rate of lower vertebrates (Chester Jones et at, 1974).

Leach also goes on to suggest that the properties of thyroid 

secretion became increasingly associated with growth, metamorphosis 

and metabolism further up the vertebrate phylogenetic tree.
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The only work carried out on the oxygen consumption of the 

feeding stages of parasitic lampreys is Beamish's (1973) study on 

the landlocked Sea lamprey. This investigation provided evidence 

that standard oxygen consumption was greater in the post-metamorphic 

stages than in ammocoetes. In view, however, of the fact that there 

was no overlap in the weight of the adult lampreys with those of the 

larvae of either L, planer-i or J. huhha'C, and because of differences 

in the lorgarithraic regression coefficient for oxygen consumption 

and body weight, care must be exercised in drawing too firm a 

conclusion from these data. This problem is even more clearly 

exhibited in the case of adult L. fVuDiat-ilis^ which were based on 

upstream migrants that had ceased feeding and were many times larger 

than the largest larvae studied. For example, the heaviest larvae 

of L, plcmevnl and J. huhhsi- for which there are oxygen consumption
r

values were only just over 4 g whereas the range in P. rr.a-.''Cr'JS was 

from 10 to 50 g and in L, fluviatïlis from 40 to 60 g. Likewise at 

comparable experimental temperatures the regression coefficient for 

larval J. huhhsi was 0.799 compared with 0.949 in adult P. :arinus 

and 0.925 in adult L. fluviatilis. Despite these reservations, 

a comparison of these data does suggest that a higher rate of oxygen 

consumption is present in the adult stages. Furthermore, despite 

the fact that the ammocoetes in Leach's experiments were not 

burrowed and therefore would have produced values which were almost 

certainly higher than normal, they are still less than those found 

in his young adults which sucked onto the side of the holding 

chamber and were therefore behaving similarly to the adults of P. 

mavinus and L. fluviatilis in the tubular holding chambers utilised 

by both Beamish (1973) and Claridge and Potter (1975).
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One important factor emerging from the study on L, 

ftuviatilis is that t! 3. standard rate of oxygen consumption remains 

similar during the earliest stages of the migration but then 

gradually rises during the upstream migration, reaching peak values 

at spawning when rates are approximately double those recorded at 

the time wnen they entered fresh water. Furthermore, only at the 

end of spasming run were any differences found between the sexes, 

the males at this stage having significantly higher metabolic rates. 

The work of Larsen (1974) suggests that this increase is associated 

with an increase in pituitary activity.

It has long been known thrt lampreys exhibit a circadian 

rhythm of activity, a point well illustrated by the fact that during 

most of the spawning run the upstream movement mainly occurs at 

night. Using the respirometer and changes in the traces from

electrodes inserted into the ht art to measure the EGG it was possible

to demonstrate the pattern of change in activity at the onset of the 

dark phase in the 24 hour cycle (Claridge, Potter and Hughes, 1973). 

Not only was there a profound elevation in the mean rate of oxygen 

consumed during the night but there was also an increase in standard 

oxygen consumption (Claridge and Potter, 1973).

In their study of metabolism in the hagfish, Eptatretus 

stoutii, Munz and Morris (1965) recorded at 15^C an oxygen 

consumption rate of only 8 - 13 pi g  ̂ h ^. This is much lower 

than that of adult L, fluviatitis of comparable weight which, at 

the beginning of their spawning run, exhibited rates of 28 pi 

g  ̂ h \  Although this may be mainly associated with the fact that 

in general terms the adult lamprey is a much more active animal,

it may also reflect the fact that the hagfish has to spend less
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energy on osmo-regulation, due to the fact that its body fluids 

are very nearly isomotic with sea water, whereas in the adult 

lamprey they are hypertonic to the river or lake in which the animal 

is residing. In this context, it is pertinent to note that the 

amount of oxygen consumed by Tilapia notilitica was much lower at 

salinities approximately isotonic to the blood than it was in 

either fresh water or high salinities (Farmer and Beamish, 1969). 

Another contributory factor may also lie in the fact that the tidal 

respiratory water current will almost certainly be more costly than 

moving this current in a single direction (Randall, 1972).

In his comprehensive study of the blood proteins of 

cyclostomes, Manwell (1963) showed that there were marked differences 

in the oxygen combining properties of haemoglobin solutions and 

erythrocyte suspensions of ammocoete and adult lampreys belonging 

to the genera Petromyzon and lohthyomyzon. Similar differences 

have also recently been recorded for Lampetra fluviatilis with the 

blood of this species having a P 50 of 1.9 mm Hg in ammocoetes and 

10.7 mm Hg in adults when measured at a pH of 7.75 (Bird, Lutz and 

Potter, in press). The greater affinity for oxygen of larval blood 

compared with adults was attributed by Manwell to the fact that 

the ammocoete lives in "mud". It would therefore presumably be 

living in a more oxygen depleted environment than the adult, which 

in only one species so far studied burrows to any extent after the 

completion of metamorphosis (Potter, Lanzing and Strahan, 1968).

The higher affinity of larval haemoglobins is also almost certainly 

related to the lower metabolic rate of ammocoetes (Hill and Potter, 

1970; Beamish, 1973; Claridge and Potter, 1975) and to the fact 

that they are never as active as the adult is at certain stages.
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such as during migrations or in the search for prey (Hardisty and 

Potter, 1971b).

The differences between the affinity of the blood of larval 

and adult lampreys are paralleled by differences in the chemical 

properties of the haemoglobins, a feature well documented by the 

data showing differences in the electrophoretic mobilities of larval 

and adult haemoglobins in species of Lampetra (Adinolfi, Chieffi 

and Siniscalco, 1959; Uthe and Tsyuki, 1966; Potter and Brown, 

1975). Petromyzon (Manwell, 1963; Uthe and Tsyuki, 1966;

Beamish and Potter, 1972), lohthyomyzon (Manwell, 1963; Uthe and 

Tsyuki, 1966) and Mordaoia and Geotrïa (Potter and Nicol, 1968). 

During the last few years, differences between the electrophoretic 

properties of larval and adult haemoglobins of the River lamprey, 

Lampetra fluviatiZis by Potter and Brown (1975) have been shown 

to parallel differences betwae™ the nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio of 

the erythrocytes of the two different stages in the life cycle 

(Potter, Robinson and Brown, 1974). Furthermore, it has also been 

shown that there is a complet'" change in the location of the 

haeniopoetic sites during the metamorphosis of the River lamprey, 

with the blood cell forming ability of the typhlosole and nephric 

fold being lost and replaced by cells that accumulate in the inter

cellular spaces of the fat column (Percy and Potter, 1976; in press).

Despite the fact that the cyclostomes are the only 

vertebrates to possess a monomeric haemoglobin, there is considerable 

indirect evidence that it is still of functional significance to 

the animal. For example, the mean haematocrit values recorded for 

larval J. huhhsi and P. narinus were 24.7 and 23.7 respectively 

(Potter et al, 1970; Beamish and Potter, 1972), with the former
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of these having a corresponding haemoglobin concentration of 

7.42 g%. In the case if adults, haematocrits as high as 64 

have been recorded (Korzhuev and Glazova, 1967) and means in 

excess of 30 have been found in populations of L, fZuviatilis 

by Ivanova Berg and Sokolova (1962) and in P. marinus by Beamish 

and Potter (1972).
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2. COLLECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF ANIMAIS

Both the species of lampreys which were used, almost 

exclusively for this study, the Brook lamprey, Lampetra ptaneri 

(Bloch) and the anadromous River lamprey, Lampetra fluviatilis (L.), 

are comrùon in many rivers in the British Isles, The larval, 

metamorphosing and adult stages of L, planeri were caught using an 

electric fish shocker from a site at Lower Chapel, Breckonshire 

on the River Honddu, a tributary of the River Usk, and from 

^Highland Water, a small tributary of the River Lymington in the 

New Forest, Hampshire. The same sampling method was used to 

collect larval and metamorphosing L, fluviatïlis from sites at 

Powick and Bransford Bridge, Worcester, on the River Teme, a
I

tributary of the River Severn. )

Early upstream migrant L. fluviatilis were obtained in 

the. autumn from the intake screens of the Oldbury Power Station, 

which is situated in the Severn Estuary, Gloucestershire. The 

majority of the adults, however, came from below a weir on the 

River Severn at Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire, where they were caught 

at night between October and January, soon after their entry into 

fresh water.

Larval, metamorphosing and adult lampreys were maintained 

in a constant temperature room in plastic tanks containing 

dechlorinated and aerated tapwater, the ammocoetes being supplied 

with fine silt and sand into which they readily burrowed. A similar 

regime was employed for the metamorphosing stages of both Lampetra 

spp. and for adult L. planeri, except that the substrate in these 

cases consisted of a mixture of sand and small pebbles. Adult
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L, fluviatilis were maintained either in an outside pond or in 

the constant temperature room, where the tanks contained large 

stones or ceramic tiles, which provided the animals with protection 

from light as well as a site for attachment.
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3. FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY OF THE GILLS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In teleosc fishes, the surface area of the gills is 

generally relatively greater in the more active species than in 

those with a less active mode of life (Hughes, 1966; Hughes and 

Morgan, 1973). Recent studies have also shown that correlations 

can be extended to such parameters as the length of the filaments 

and the area and spacing of the secondary lamellae (Muir and Hughes, 

1969; Hughes, 1970; Hughes and Morgan, 1973). The lamellae tend 

for example to be relatively smaller and less closely packed in the 

more motile species (Hughes and Gray, 1972).

The relatively comprehensive picture of gill dimensions 

and areas now available for teleosts contrasts with the situation 

in lampreys where studies have been restricted to estimates of the 

total gill area in three ammocoetes and one adult of Lampetra 

planeri (Sterba, 1953) and to five adults of Lampetra fluV'Catitis 

(Czopek and Sawa, 1971). Because of the vast difference in size of 

the animals in these two studies (L, planeri < 3.5 g; L, ftuvia- 

titis > 70 g), care has to be exercised in comparing gill areas, a 

point emphasised by the fact that in teleosts at least the 

logarithmic relationship between gill area and body weight is 

represented by a slope of less than unity (Hughes and Morgan, 1973).

The arrangement and surface structure of the secondary 

lamellae of teleost gills has recently been investigated using the 

scanning electron microscope (Olson and Fromm, 1973). Tais study 

showed that the surface of the secondary lamellae, the major site
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of the gill concerned with gaseous exchange, was covered with a 

series of convoluted microridges. In order to demonstrate this, 

however, Olson and Fromm had to fix in 50% glutaraldehyde since at 

concentrations of this fixative similar to those used for transmission 

electron microscopy the surface of the lamellae was covered with 

mucus.

Although Youson and Freeman (1976) have provided a 

relatively detailed account of the fine structure of the secondary 

lamellae in both larval and adult Sea lampreys, their study did not 

deal in detail with measurements of water-blood pathways. In fact, 

the measurement of 6.06 ym which they give represents a pooled value 

for larvae and adults. The paucity of data on water-blood pathways 

contrasts with the situation in teleosts and elasmobranchs where 

it has been discussed in detail in the context of gaseous exchange 

(see Hughes and Morgan, 1973).

This study was initiated to provide data on the shape and 

morphometries of the various gill components in lampreys in order 

to facilitate comparisons with gnathastomatous fishes and between 

various aspects of the respiratory biology of the different life 

cycle stages. The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to 

expand on observations on the structure of the gills and gill 

components made with the light microscope and to examine at higher 

magnifications the surface structure of the secondary lamellae.

In view of the apparently differential effects of different 

concentrations of glutaraldehyde on mucous production in teleost 

secondary lamellae, lamprey gills were fixed in a range of 

glutaraldehyde concentrations (0.1, 5.0 and 25%) to see whether the 

same effects were produced in this phylogenctically distinct group.
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Comparisons were finally also made between the water-blood pathways 

found both between the two life cycle stages and between lampreys 

and gnathostoraatous fishes.

3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

The larval and metamorphosing L, jluviatitis used for gill 

morphometries were caught during May-August and November respectively; 

while the larval, metamorphosing and ault stages of L, ptaneri were 

collected in May-August, November and March respectively. Adult 

L. fluviatilis were collected in October and November.

The method used for examining the gill components and for 

estimating gill areas was based on that described for teleosts by 

Muir and Hughes (1969). After anaesthetisation in MS222 (Sandoz), 

the animals were weighed and placed In 10% formalin. A median 

horizontal section through the branchial region exposed the gills, 

thus facilitating the counting and measurement of all the filaments 

within each pouch on both sides of the branchial chamber. For each 

separate pouch, counts were then made of the number of lamellae on 

a known length of part of several randomly selected filaments of 

different lengths. From these data it was possible to calculate the 

total number of secondary lamellae in the whole pharyngeal apparatus.

A sample of at least six secondary lamellae from each side of the 

separate gill pouches was next removed and each lamellae firmly but 

carefully pressed flat on a microscope slide. Using a camera 

lucida, their outline was drawn on a sheet of paper and then cut 

out to enable measurement of its area with an automatic area meter 

(Hayashi Denko, Type AAM-5).
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The total number of filaments and the number and area of 

the secondary lamellae, together with appropriate weighting for 

differences in the spacing of lamellae on filaments of different 

lengths, enabled estimates to be made of the total gill area in 

each of the seven pouches on both sides of the animal. This then- 

facilitated calculations of the various parameters foi each of the 

animals examined,

I Preparation of material for SEM involved anaesthetising

larval and adult L, fluviatilis in a 1:20,000 solution of MS222 

(Sandoz) in water and making a longitudinal ventral incision through 

the pharynx to expose the gill pouches. The third or fourth gill 

pouch was then flooded with ice cold fixative consisting of either 

0.1% glutaraldehyde in lamprey ringer at pH 7.4 (Potter, Robinson 

and Bro^vn, 1975), 5.0% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer at 

pH 7.4 (Sabatini, Bensch and Barnett, 1963) or 25.0% glutaraldehyde 

in water. The last of these methods was essentially the same as 

that employed by Olson and Fromm (1973) for SEM studies on teleost 

gills, except that these workers used an even higher glutaraldehyde 

concentration (50.0%). In each case, the gills were then removed 

from the animal and kept in their respective fixatives for 4 hours 

at 4°C and then washed in either ringer or cacodylate buffer, and 

post-fixed in 2 .0 % osmium tetroxide in veronal acetate buffer at 

pH 7.4 (Palade, 1952). The material was next washed in distilled 

water and quenched first in liquid dichlorodifluoromethane and then 

in liquid nitrogen before freeze drying over anhydrous P2O5 for at 

least 12 hours at 10“  ̂ torr. The tissues were coated with carbon 

and gold-palladium and examined in a Cambridge Instruments S4 

Stereoscan.
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The animals used for transmission electron microscopy 

consisted of two adul" L, fluviatilis, three larval, one meta

morphosing and one adult I. plancri and one adult Petronrjzon 

mavinus. After anaesthetisation in MS222 (Sandoz), the branchial 

region on one side of the animal was cut open and the gills flooded 

with 5% glutaraldehyde in cacodylate buffer at pH 7.4 (Sabatini,

Bensch and Barnett, 1963). A number of filaments were then removed 

from the first, third, fifth and seventh gill pouch and fixed for 

4 hours at 4°C in 5% glutaraldehyde, washed in cacodylate buffer 

and diced into smaller pieces, each of which consisted of one or 

two filaments bearing three or four secondary lamellae. Three 

such pieces, selected randomly from each gill pouch, were post

fixed for 1 hour in 2% osmium tetroxide in veronal acetate buffer 

(Palade, 1952), dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in Spurr's 

resin (Spurr, 1964). Eight sections from blocks corresponding to 

each pouch were cut on a Reichert UM3 Ultramicrotome. These were 

stained in uranyl acetate (Watson, 1953) and lead citrate (Reynolds, 

1963) and examined in an AEI 302 Transmission Electron Microscope.

One micrograph of the secondary lamellae in each section, produced 

at a magnification of approximately 7,500 times, was calibrated 

with a diffraction grating replica of 21,000 lines ram~^. A 2 cm 

square lined grid was superimposed over each print (Figure 1). Using an 

logarithmic scale, measurements were then made of the intercept 

lengths corresponding to the distance between the outer epithelial 

surface adjacent to the water space and the inner epithelial surface 

which lines the blood space. These data, which were obtained in an 

identical way to that by which Weibel (1971) measured tissue and 

plasma lengths in alveolar capillaries, could also be used in the
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FIGURE 1

s
Example of a 2cm grid superimposed on a micrograph of an adult 

secondary lamella showing the method use 1 to measured the tissue 

thickness (tl).
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manner employed by Weibel to obtain the harmonic mean for the 

thickness of the water-blood pathway.

In contrast to the above method of obtaining thicknesses, 

arithmetic values for the water-blood pathway were obtained by 

measuring the distance in micrographs through a line at right 

angles to the lamellar surface at intervals of O.Syra.

3.3. RESULTS

3.3,1. Arrangement and Shape of Gill Components

The essential differences between the arrangement of the 

gill components in larval and adult lampreys (Fig.2) can be 

clearly related to differences in the method of feeding and  ̂

respiration. In the ammocoetes of all species of lampreys, the 

unidirectional current of water, which passes through the oral hood 

into the pharyngeal chamber and out through the gill apertures, 

brings in both food and oxygen. On the other hand, the evolution 

of a suctorial disc in the adult has apparently necessitated the 

development of a tidal system of respiratory water exchange over 

the gill. Concomitant with these modifications are the development 

of pouch-like structures (Fig.2) and a separate oesophageal channel 

for the passage of food which at this stage consists primarily of 

blood from the host fish (Farmer, Beamish and Robinson, 1975).

This latter mechanism of gill ventilation is also found in the 

nonparasitic derivative brook lamprey species in their late 

metamorphosing and adult stages.
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Despite differences in the gross aspects of the pharyngeal 

apparatus, the secondary lamellae of both larvae and adults are 

borne on the filaments in essentially the same manner (Fig.3 ). 

Similarly, the shapes of individual secondary lamellae from 

different stages show no conspicuous differences (Fig.4), and are 

identical in comparable stages of both L. fluviatilis and L. planeri, 

Tne scanning electron micrographs showing the gross 

structure of the gills confirm the above findings made under low 

magnifications, that the secondary lamellae are borne on the 

filaments in essentially the same way in both larvae and adults.

They thus extend at right angles from the long axis of the 

supporting filaments, which themselves lie parallel to each other 

(Fig.5). Although the secondary lamellae alternate on either side 

of the filaments (Fig.6 ), there is no indication that lamellae from 

successive filaments actually interdigitate. That lamellae ire 

thicker at their free ends than at the point where they join the 

filament is probably related to the presence of marginal blood 

channels in this region (Youson and Freeman, 1976).

3.3.2. Gill Morphometries

The shape of the secondary lamellae can be described 

graphically in the same manner as has been employed for teleosts 

(see Hughes and Gray, 1972), namely by expressing the data as 

cumulative fractional increases in area along the lamellae in the 

presumed direction of water flow (Fig.7). These data show that, 

despite the considerable differences in size of the secondary 

lamellae of larvae and adult, there is a remarkably close
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FIGURE 6

SEM of a single filament showing the orientation of the 

secondary lamellae and the thickening of the free edge of 

each lamellae in an adult lamprey.

( X 2,600).
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FIGURE 7
j

The fractional cumulative change in the area of the secondary 

lamellae along the direction of presumed water flow, based on

a sample of five lamellae from each of five representatives of
i

each of the three stages in the life cycle of Lœrrpetra fluviatitis 

KEY

o Ammococte

^ Metamorphosing stages 

a Adult

N.B. In view of the marked similarity in the points for larvae 

and adult; a common line has been fitted to these data.
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quantitative similarity in the shape of the lamellae of these two 

separate stages in the life cycle,

A number of measurements on the same various gill 

components of larval L. pïccneri as were made on larval L, fluvvatitis 

(Figs.3-i4), showed that the amraocoetes are essentially the same 

with respect to these quantitative aspects of their gil1 morphology. 

This feature is not surprising in view of the apparently recent 

separation of these two species (Hardistyand Potter, 1971b) and the 

similarity in the ecology and other aspects of their biology at 

this stage of development (Hardisty and Potter, 1971c), Although 

the data for the gill components of bnth larvae and adult 

L, ftuviatilis are given as linear logarithmic equations relating 

each of the parameters to body weight (Figs,3-14), chis policy has 

not been followed in the case of their metamorphosing stages where 

there is a danger in placing emphasis on such data when the range 

in body weight is so small (1,31 - 2,25 g), In view, however, of 

the similarity of the gill measurements of metamorphosing 

L, fluviat'il'is and those of metamorphosing and adult L, planeri, 

a calculated regression line for pooled data from these three 

groups, which provide a greater range in body weight (1,11 - 3,92 g), 

has been drawn on the graphs where there are clear differences 

between the components of these stages and those of larval 

L, fluviatilis (Figs,3-12),

Since in the larvae the number of filaments show no 

marked increase with increasing body weight (Fig,8 ), the actual 

number of filaments is apparently determined early in the 

development of this stage in the life cycle. There is, however, an 

increase during metamorphosis as the points relating filament
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number and body weight in these stages in both L. ftuviat'itis and 

L, ptaneri lie above the line calculated for the same parameters 

in the larvae (Fig,3), Furthermore, the values for the 

metamorphosing stages approximate more closely to those of adult 

L, fluviatilis than to the larval stages. Despite the fact that 

there is little increase in the number of filaments throughout 

larval life, the actual length of the filaments, as in teleosts 

such as the toadfish (Hughes and Gray, 1972), do become longer with 

increasing weight (Fig,9), This feature, when taken in conjunction 

with the fact the slope of the logarithmic relationship between 

the average number of secondary lamellae mm  ̂ of filament and the 

body weight is negative (Fig.10), show that the spacing between the 

secondary lamellae increases with increasing filament length. 

Although the average bilateral area of the secondary 

lamellae increases with increasing size of animal in each of the 

separate larval, metamorphosing and adult stages, the values for 

this parameter in the metamorphosing stages of both Larnpetra 

species are less than those for amraocoetes of comparable size 

(Fig,11). By contrast to the latter of these points, however, the 

total number of secondary lamellae are greater in the post-larval 

stages than in the amraocoetes (Fig,12), It is also of interest 

that in terms of body weight the data indicate that the total number 

of secondary lamellae in metamorphosing L, fluviatilis may be 

slightly greater than that found in either metamorphosing or adult 

L, planeri^ a feature which is probably related to the far greater 

activity of the river lamprey during most of its post-larval 

existence,
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In L, fluviatilis the slope of the logarithmic equation 

relating the total gill area of ammocoetes (0.860) and adults 

(0.899) with the body weight is rather less than unity (Fig.13), 

a situation paralleling that found in teleosts (Muir and Hughes, 

1969; Hughes and Gray, 1972). In contrast, however, to the gill 

measurements shown in Figs.3-12, the relationship between the total 

gill area and body weight in metamorphosing L. fluviatilis and 

metamorphosing and adult L, planeri is not markedly different from 

I that found in larval L. fluviatilis, although there does appear to 

be a tendency for the values for the parasitic species to be greater 

than that of its nonparasitic derivative (Fig.13).

In both the larval stages and in adult of L, fluviatilis 

the logarithmic regression slope relating the gill areas g”  ̂ body 

weight in terms of total body weight was -0.139 and -0.102 j 

respectively (Fig.14), values well within the range normally found 

in teleosts (Hughes, 1972).

An example of a worksheet showing counts and measurements 

for each of the gill components used to estimate gill area is 

shown in Table 1, That the gill area varies between different 

gill pouches is clearly seen in Table 2. Thus, it is greatest at 

all stages in pouches four and five and least in one. This is of 

interest in the context of the observation that adult lampreys 

often use only the first two gill pouches when attached (Claridge 

and Potter, 1975),



FIGURE 13

The relationship between the total gill area (G^) and 

body weight (W) in Lampetra species.

(For Key - see Figure 8),
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3.3.3. Surface of Secondary Lamellae

At high magnifications, the outline of the outer 

epithelial cells of the lamellae are clearly seen as raised 

boundaries (Fig.15) which may correspond to underlying tight 

junctions. The surface sculpturing of adult lamellae, which 

consists of highly convoluted microridges (Fig.16), is very similar 

to the descriptions given of the surface of the gill lamellae of 

teleosts (Olson and Fromm, 1973). While the epithelial cells 

generally have an approximately pentagonal appearance, the shape 

of the microridges varies. Thus, in cells close to the apex of 

the lamellae they are short but highly convoluted, while those on 

the cells close to the gill filament are longer, fewer in number, 

and less markedly convoluted. \
I

The surface struct're of the secondary lamellae of larval 

lampreys are remarkably similar to those of the adults (Fig.17).

The surfaces of the epithelial cells are thus also raised into 

numerous microridges of a similar convoluted shape as the adults 

and prominent boundaries between epithelial cells can also be seen. 

A conspicuous feature of regions of the lamellae is the occasional 

presence of a pore at the junction of cells, almost certainly 

corresponding to the apical surface of an underlying mucous cell 

(Morgan and Tdvell, 1973). The occasional plumes of mucus 

observed between cells (Fig.18) had apparently been secreted from 

these pores.

The average height of the microridges above the cell 

surface is 0.19 pm in both larvae and adults, compared with a value 

of 0.33 pm recorded by Olson and Fromm (1973) for the rainbow trout,
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The average distance between the tips of the ridges ranged from 

0.42 pm in adults to 0 , 6 6  pm in larvae, values slightly lower than

the 0.72 pm given for the rainbow trout by Olson and Fromm (1973).
1

The lengths of the microridges in both aramocoetes and adults ranged 

from between 0.17 and 1.00 pm on cells at the apex of the lamellae 

to between 0.17 and 2.50 pm on those closer to the filament, the 

average values for these two regions being 0.55 and 0 . 8 6  pm 

jfespectively. It was estimated that the microridges on the surface 

of the epithelial cells of the secondary lamellae increased the 

surface area by a factor of approximately 1 . 8 times.

After fixation in 5.0% glutaraldehyde, the surface of the 

secondary lamellae of both larvae and adults appeared, because of 

the presence of a thick layer of mucus, to be smooth with some 

shallow depressions (Fig.19). The cell boundaries were barely 

visible, and the prominent microridges seen in very low a^d very 

high concentrations of glutaraldehyde cannot be observed. This 

situation parallels that found by Olson and Fromm (1973) in the 

gills of rainbow trout fixed in a very high concentration cf 

glutaraldehyde. Using 25.0% glutaraldehyde, the details of the 

cell surface were visible although small clumps of mucus could be 

seen adhering to regions of some of the cells (Fig.20), However, 

in this high concentration of unbuffered glutaraldehyde, the 

secondary lamellae were generally not as well fixed and the micro- 

ridges were occasionally contorted, thinner and showed a tendency 

to form a number of small holes in the cell surface. A tendency 

towards "some gross shrinkage” was also observed by Olson and Fromm 

(1973) in teleost gills fixed in 50% glutaraldehyde. In gills 

fixed in 0 .1% glutaraldehyde buffered in lamprey ringer, there was
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little or no mucus present and the surfaces of the tissues 

appeared to be in an excellent state of preservation. That the 

cells themselves were also satisfactorily fixed, at least so as 

not to alter the overall morphology of the gills, was borne out 

by the general appearance of the lamellae and filaments,

3,3,4, Ultrastructure of Secondary Lome I Iae and Thickness of 

Water-BIood Pathway

The epithelium of the secondary lamellae in the ammocoete 

is supported by wide pillar cells, each of which contain a single 

polymorphic nucleus and numerous collagen fibres (Fig.21), The 

latter, which have a diameter of 19ü“30o)?, are randomly orientated 

and form only loose associations. From the pillar cell bodies, 

cytoplismic flanges pass outwards to join similar flanges fi\,m 

adjacent pillar cells, which then together enclose the blood space.

In the region of the marginal channels, however, the blood space 

lining consists partially of endothelial cells. The collagen fibres 

of the pillar cells extend around the endothelial and flange cell

lining to produce a continuous layer, the basement membrane

(Fawcett, 1966). This membrane consists of three components, an 

inner layer about 0,15 ym thick containing numerous collagen fibres, 

a middle fine fibrous layer and finally an outer clear layer (Fig.22), 

the latter comprising the basal lamina (Fawcett, 1966) and having a 

thickness of 0,7 ym (Table 3),

The outer epithelium is composed of two layers of cells

joined by long interconnecting cellular extensions bridging the

prominent lymphoid spaces which contain macrophages and other



FIGURE 21

Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) of a section through 

the secondary lamella of an ammocoete showing the pillar 

cell bodies (PB) , epithelial cells (E), lymph space (L), 

blood space (B) and the pillar cell flanges (PF).

( X 8,000 ).





F IGURE 22

Detail of the water-blood barrier in an ammocoete gill, 

revealing the basement membrane (BM) consisting of the^outer 

clear layer (0), the middle fine fibrous layer (M) and the 

inner collagen layer (I). Also clearly visible are 

desmosomes (D) and the cellular extensions (C) across the 

lymph space*

( X 20,700 ).
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FIGURE 23

TEM of an adult gill cut at right angles to the surface of

the secondary lamella showing the bundles of collagen fibres (CB).

( X 7,500 ).
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FIGURE 24

TEM of a gill cut parallel to the plane of the secondary 

lamella which reveals the random arrangement of the pillar 

cell bodies,

( X 7,600 ).
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FIGURE 25

Detail of the marginal channel of an adult secondary 

lamella.

( X 18,900 ).
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FIGURE 26

Water-blood pathway of the secondary lamella of an adult 

showing the absence of a lymph space.

( X 30,000 ).
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TABLE 3

Dimensions of the components of the water-blood pathway in
!

representatives of larval, metamorphosing and adult L, i>taneri,



TABLE 3

Adul t 
(pm)

Larva
(pm)

Metamorphosing
(pm)

Outer epithelial cell 0.34 2.03 0.74

Lymph space 0.07 0 . 8 6 0.13

Inner epithelial cell 0,27 1.04 0.55

Basal lamina 0.06 0.07 0.04

Collagen layer 0 . 1 2 0.15 0.05

Pillar cell flange 0.35 0.42 0.79

Total 1.21 4.57 2.29

! )
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leucocytes (Fig,22). The epithelial cells of the outer layer, 

connected hy prominent desmosoraes, contain either only a few lightly 

staining mitochondria or a larger number of dar!: mitochondria with 

numerous prominent cristae, the latter being regarded as chloride cells 

by Youson and Freeman (1976). The outer surface of these epithelial 

cells is highly convoluted into a series of microridges (Fig.22), a 

feature already observed in scanning electron photomicrographs (Fig.l7). 

j In contrast to the wide cell bodies of the pillar cells of

the araraocoete, the adult cells are longer and contain two to eight 

discrete bundles of collagen fibres having a diameter of 1 - 2 yin.

These pillar cells are randomly distributed (Figs.23 & 24) in contrast to 

the situation found in teleosts (Munshi and Singh, 1965; Morgan and 

Tovell, 1973). As in the aramocoete, the marginal channel is lined by 

endothelial cells (Fig.25). The most pronounced difference between 

the secondary lamellae in the two life cycle stages is the almost 

complete absence of the lymph space in the outer epithelial cell layer 

of the adult (Fig.26). Moreover, and also in contrast to the 

ammocoete, vacuoles may be present within the epithelial cells, the 

latter containing a few mitochondria which stain only lightly and have 

few cristae.

An analysis of both harmonic and arithmetic mean thicknesses 

for the water-blood pathway in different parts of the pharyngeal 

apparatus showed that the thickness varied between gill pouches. Thus 

in both measurements, the values were lowest in Pouch 1 and greatest 

in Pouch 5 (Table 4). That the water-blood pathway is related to the 

size of the animal is illustrated by the greater values in adult 

L. fluV'iat-itÎ3 than were found in the same pouch of the much smaller 

and derivative L, jplaneri. Furthermore, a similar difference is



TABLE 4

Harmonic mean (x^) and arithmetic mean (a^) values for the
(

water-blood pathway in different larval and adult gill pouches



TABLE 4

Gill pouch 1 3 5 1

L, planeri 
Larva
harmonic mean (yra) 3.60 3.70 3.88 4.00
arithmetic mean (ym) 4.78 4.97 5.40 5.67

L. planerï 
Adult
harmonic mean (ym) 1.12 1.21 1.25 2.09
arithmetic mean (ym) 1.46 1.11 1.75 3.47

L, ftuvîatilïs 
Aciuit
harmonic mean (ym) 2.50 3.16 3.58 5.03
arithmetic mean (ym) 4.07 4.41 5.63 6.90

P. marinus 
Adult
harmonic mean (ym) 3.33 3.68 4.00 4.06
arithmetic mean (ym) 5.29 5.55 5.79 6.94

fy
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observed in both the harmonic mean and arithmetic means for adults of 

L, ftuviati-lis and P. maviims whose respective weights were 73.4 and 

942.8 g.

The harmonic mean thickness of the water-blood pathway varies 

markedly during the life cycle of lampreys (Fig. 27). Thus, a value of 

1.42 pm for a 3.5 g adult of L. planeri may be compared with one of 

2.59 pm for larvae of virtually the same size, an animal representing 

iStage 6 of metamorphosis providing an intermediate value of 1.77 pm. 

^Even during the larval phase, however, there is some decline in the 

water-blood pathway with the latter larval value being considerably 

lower than the 4.39 pm recorded for a 0.25 g ammocoete. In L, fluvra- 

t'tl'is and P. marinus at the beginning of the spa^vning run, the values 

for these much larger animals also show a rise. Thus, a water-blood 

pathway of 4.05 pm was measured in a 41.1 g River lamprey while the 

distance in a 924.8 g Sea lamprey was 3,77 pm. The above values for ^he 

harmonic mean of the water-blood pathway were always lower than those 

for the arithmetic mean.

The diffusing capacity of the gills, D^, has been used by 

Hughes (1972) to estimate the morphological efficiency of gaseous 

exchange. It is derived from a modification of the Fick equation which 

he rearranged as where K is Krogh's permeation constant of

0.00015 ml~l cm^ mraHg”  ̂ min”  ̂ (Krogh, 1919). ,A is the total gill area 

and t the water-blood barrier thickness. In lampreys, the logarithmic 

relationship between and body weights is linear (Fig.28) with average 

values of 0.0018 pm”  ̂ cm^ ram.Hg  ̂ in amraocoetes and 0.417 ym”  ̂

mmllg”  ̂ min  ̂ in adults. The absolute value of Kg”  ̂ ranges from 0.513 

to 1.838 for a 925 g adult P. mariyius and a 3.62 g adult L. planeri 

respectively (Table 5), values similar to those calculated for teleost 

fishes (hughes and Morgan, 1973).
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3.4. DISCUSSION

3.4.1. Gill Areas and Morphometry

The data presented in this study provide gill areas for 

lampreys which are in general greater than those previously recorded 

in the rather meagre data for this group. Thus, although Sterba's 

(1953) value for an adult brook lamprey is similar, those of his 

three larvae are between approximately 1  ̂ and 4 times less than those 

obtained for individuals of comparable weight, A rather surprising 

feature of Sterba's data is that the gill areas for his tnree 

ammocoetes of 0.205, 1.024 and 3.426 g, when expressed as mm^ g  ̂

body weight, show a marked increase with increasing body weight, a 

pattern contrary to that found in this study and in the detailed 

raorphoraetric studies carried out on teleosts (e.g. Milton, 1971; 

Hughes and Gray, 1972). Data for the total gill area of adult 

L. fluviatilis also contrast markedly with the only previous study 

of the post-larval stages of a parasitic species. Thus, Czopek 

and Sawa (1971) gave gill areas of about 260 rarâ  g”  ̂ for adult 

L. fluviatilis of approximately 70 g, whereas animals of 55 - 70 g 

yielded areas of 1402 - 2377 rarâ . Since the values for the 

number of filaments and secondary lamellae in the river lampreys 

from the Severn are comparable to those given by Czopek and Sawa, 

the differences in total gill areas must reside in the areas 

estimated for the secondary lamellae. This point is clearly 

illustrated by a comparison of Czopek and Saw's values for lamellae 

areas of between 0.20 and 0.27 mm^ for animals of similar size.

Czopek and Sawa's lower values are probably at least in part due to
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the sequence of treatments to which their animals and gills were 

subjected and to the ^act that in the present study every attempt 

was made before measurement to flatten carefully the lamellae which, 

during fixation, assume a curved shape. Furthermore, it is also not 

clear from Czopek and Sawa’s text as to whether their measurements 

were based on unilateral or bilateral areas, a feature which, as 

pointed out by Hughes and Morgan (1973), had led to confusion in a 

number of studies where comparisons have been attempted.

In terms of the relationship between gill area and body 

weight, it is perhaps surprising to find that the points for the 

rather sedentary ammocoete are not markedly different from those of 

metamorphosing stages and also lie about a regression line which by 

extrapolation passes only just below the points for the more active 

adult stages (Fig.13). This contrasts with the situation regarding 

heart ratios (heart weight/body veight) where such values show a 

marked increase during metamorphosis (Claridge and Potter, 1974). 

Although, however, there is no change in the total gill area, certain 

gill components do change in either number or area. Thus, during 

metamorphosing, there is an increase in both the total number and 

length of the filaments and also the total number of secondary 

lamellae (Figs.8 ,9,12), whereas the reverse pattern is found in 

terms of the average b?lateral area of secondary lamellae (Fig.11). 

The closer spacing and smaller average bilateral area of the 

secondary lamellae in metamorphosing stages compared with ammocoetes 

of comparable size, parallels differences between active and less 

mobile species of teleosts (Hughes and Morgan, 1973).

One problem raised by the above comparisons between 

metamorphosing and larval individuals, based on the relationship
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between a given parameter and body weight, is that there is through 

the absence of feedin^ in the former of these stages,a reduction in 

the weight of the animal. That the differences are, however, a 

reflection of genuine changes taking place in the animal is borne out 

by the marked alterations occurring in the pharyngeal apparatus 

during metamorphosis (Fig.2) and by the fact that in metamorphosing 

stages some of the relationships are greater than in ammocoetes 

(Figs.8 ,9,10,12), while in others they are either similar (Figs.13,14) 

or clearly lower (Fig.11). In other words, there is no consistent 

trend for them all to show either a decrease or increase in magnitude.

Despite the differences in the gross morphology of the 

pharyngeal apparatus of lampreys and teleosts, particulary with 

respect to the location of the branchial skeleton and the orientation 

of the respiratory epithelium (Jarvik, 1964, 1968), there are at 

the same time many features of the respiratory components of the 

gills in these two groups indicative of convergent evolution. This 

has been shown to be the case in this study by comparisons within a 

developmental stage of such features as the sigmoidal nature of the 

graphical representation of the fractional cumulative area of the 

secondary lamellae and by the similarity of the quantitative 

relationships between body weight and each of the following parameters; 

filament length and number, spacing and area of the secondary 

lamellae, and the total gill area.

In terras of total gill surface, it is clear that the adult 

parasitic lamprey has areas (1402 - 2337 nm^ s” )̂ comparable with 

those found at the extreme upper end of tlie range recorded for teleosts 

(Hughes and Morgan, 1973). They are thus of a similar order to 

those of very active fish such as the skipjack, KatsuwoJius pelconis.
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and the perch-pike, Luaioperaa lucioperoa^ which have respective 

mean gill areas of 13"0 and 1800 g”  ̂ (Byczkowska-Smyk, 1958;

Muir and Hughes, 1969), Likewise, even for the more sedentary larval 

stages, the values are very high ranging from 1462 to 2717 mrâ  

Although comparisons with teleosts are made somewhat difficult by 

the fact that most of the studies on gnathostomatous fishes have 

been carried out on animals of considerably greater weight than are 

attained by the larval stage of lampreys, the values obtained for 

ammocoetes are clearly much greater than those found in 1.5 g 

individuals of such species as Mioropterus dolomieu (Price, 1931) .

Comparisons with teleosts must be treated with caution 

however, in view of the marked differences in the overall arrangement 

and functioning of the pharyngeal apparatus. This applies not only 

to the location of the branchial skeleton, but also to the number of 

gill bearing arches and the mecnods by which the respiratory water 

flow is directed towards the gill surface. Wliile tlie significance 

of the large gill areas in lampreys may be correlated with the 

retention of a greater number v̂f gill arches than are generally 

present in gnathostomes, the question of whether they might in fact 

be adaptations to the unique and different respiratory mechanisms 

found in larval and adult lampreys must wait until these and other

aspects, such as patterns of water and blood flow, oxygen diffusion

distances and the cost of pumping, have been elucidated.

One feature of interest, however, is that although adult

lampreys have gill areas and a standard rate of oxygen consumption 

lying within the range reported for teleosts (Beamish, 1973;

Claridge and Potter, 1975), their swimming performance is at the 

same time relatively poor compared with this latter group of
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gnathostomatous fishes (Beamish, 1974). This suggests that, in 

addition to the factors listed by Beamish (1974) to account for this 

phenomenon, the cost of tidal pumping may also be greater than the 

method used by teleosts. However, since lampreys are an ancient 

and still highly successful group, any limitation imposed by their 

respiratory mechanisms almost certainly do not act as a major 

restriction to their mode of life. It appears probable in fact, 

that the speed which the adult lamprey can achieve for short bursts 

lis sufficient for the animal to reach potential hosts. In this 

context, it is also significant that even swimming teleosts can 

in many cases be reached by swimming lampreys and rarely appear to 

take avoidance action to the approach of this predator (Parker and 

Lennon, 1956).

3.4.2. Mucous Production and MicrorIdges on Secondary Lamellae

The fact that a mucous layer covering the raicroridgcs is 

often present on the gills of teleost fishes fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde 

is demonstrated by the transmission electron microscope study of 

Hughes and Wright (1970). That a similar situation pertains in 

lampreys was shown by Youson and Freeman (1976) who employed 2% 

glutaraldehyde in their investigation of the gills cf Petrornyzon 

marinus and by the results obtained in this present study using 

5% glutaraldehyde. The fact, however, that mucus was present in 

very much smaller amounts at both a very dilute (0 .1%) and very high 

(25%) glutaraldehyde concentrations suggests that mucus production 

may be stimulated by fixation of the gills in concentrations (2-5%) 

normally used for preparation of material for transmission electron
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microscopy. Although a reduction in the amount of mucus present 

after fixation in high glutaraldehyde concentrations parallels the 

findings of Olson and Fromm (1973) with teleosts, this study suggests 

that fixation of gills for scanning electron microscopy is best 

achieved with a very dilute solution of fixative. Furthermore, if 

this is the case, it suggests that mucus does not normally fill the 

concavities between neighbouring microridges as has been suggested 

,by Hughes and Wright (1970). Although mucus may not generally be 

^present in large amounts on the lamellar surface, however, it may 

under certain conditions form an important protective covering.

Such a view is consistent with the observation that when the 

ammocoete gill is irritated by chemicals and the lampricide,

3-trifluoromethyl-4-nitrophenol (TFM), an increased amount of mucus 

is produced by cells of the lamellae (Sâ izyer, 1959; Christie and 

Battle. 1963).

Although projections from the lamellar surface have 

sometimes been called microvilli (Hughes and Wright, 1970; Hughes 

and Morgan, 1973), the scanning electron microscope studies on the 

gills of teleosts and lampreys demonstrate that microridges, the 

term used by Olson and Fromm (1973), is more applicable. Although 

the microridges were calculated as increasing the surface area of 

teleost gills by approximately 2.5 times (Olson and Fromm, 1973) and 

in this study on lamprey by 1.8 times, it is not known whether this 

increase has any significant effect on facilitating gaseous exchange 

between the water and blood. Arguing from the point of view that 

a mucous layer always covers the lamellae, Hughes and Wright (1970) 

have suggested that the surface extensions serve to anchor the mucus. 

From the discussion in the previous paragraph, it would follow that
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this role applies only when the mucous cells have been stimulated 

to produce their seer :.ion. If mucus is not normally abundant in 

the region between the microridges, it follows that the microridges 

would extend into the path of the water flow and influence its 

characteristics at the lamellar surface. Due to the very small 

height of the microridgeS; the region in question is extremely 

small, but the convoluted pattern of these structures could be 

sufficient to produce a very localised region of micro-turbulence 

immediately apposing the external membrane of the lamellae. 

Furthermore, because of the localisation of the effect, such a 

situation would not be in disagreement with the findings of Hills 

and Hughes (1970) who reported that the flow between the secondary 

lamellae appeared to be laminar. The presence of a very thin 

turbulent boundary layer would lead to mixing of water in the layers 

immediately above the lamellar surface and thereby increase the 

oxygen diffusion between the water in this region and the blood.

This would be of advantage in facilitating gaseous exchange, 

especially since, as pointed out by Hills and Hughes (1970), the major 

resistance to oxygen diffusion in an entirely laminar flow system 

would be provided by the thin film of water surrounding the secondary 

lamellae.

As has been nointed out, the respiratory mechanisms of 

larval and adult lampreys differ greatly, a feature related to the 

entirely different method by which they obtain food. Despite these 

difference in mechanism and morphology, this study demonstrates that 

in the ammocoete and adult there is a similarity both in the 

orientation of the lamellae on the filaments and in the surface 

structure of the gills. In view of the marked divergence between
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modern lampreys and gnathostomatous fishes, and in particular the. 

marked differences in the relationship of their gills to the branchial 

skeleton, it is perhaps surprising that our findings on the lamellar 

surface structure and arrangement on the filaments are also 

essentially the same as that described for teleosts by Olson and 

Fromm (1973).

3,4.3. Ultrastructure of Secondary Lame! iae and Thickness of

Water-Blood Pathway

As in Youson and Freeman's study (1976) of the landlocked 

Sea lamprey, this study demonstrates that the pillar cells of 

Lampetra are arranged randomly in the secondary lamellae, a situation 

likely to be less efficient for gaseous exchange than the. even or 

parallel arrangement found in teleosts where the blood flow uan be 

laminar (Hughes and Wright, 1970; Hugnes and Morgan, 1973).

However, the presence of both abundant collagen fibres and bundles 

within the pillar cells and basement membrane does parallel more 

closely the situation in teleosts and elasmobranchs (Hughes and 

Grimstone, 1965; Hughes and Gray, 1972; Wright, 1973) where such 

structures help maintain the structural integrity of the lamellae 

(Hughes and Morgan, 1973).

The nature of the water-blood pathway of larval lampreys 

is similar to that of young teleosts, consisting of two outer 

epithelial and chloride cells, a large lymphoid space, a basement 

membrane and finally a pillar cell flange, the latter being replaced 

in places by endothelial cells in the marginal channels of both 

groups (Morgan, 1974). The decrease in thickness of this barrier in
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L, planevi from aimnocoete values with arithmetic means ranging 

between 6.25 and 4.83 ym to a value of 1.95 yra after the completion 

of metamorphosis, parallels the differences found between more 

sedentary and active gnathostomatous fishes (Hughes and Morgan, 

1973). The subsequent increase in barrier thickness with 

increasing body size to reach a maximum of 5.89 ym in P. mcœhmQ 

reflects the situation found in fishes such as the tench (Hughes, 

,1972) and reflects the greater tissue layer apparently required 

I for supporting the larger secondary lamellae present in heavier 

animals.

The harmonic mean of the barrier thickness, in which 

estimates are made of a large number of random pathways across the 

tissue, has recently been used as a measure of the diffusing 

capacity of the mammalian lung (Weibel, 19/1; Forrest and Weibel, 

1975). This measurement has been used in conjunction wita ihe 

total morphological surface area to estimate the diffusing capacity 

of teleost gills (Hughes, 1972). A value of 0.73 mlOz ym“  ̂ cm^ 

mrnHg"^ min"l Kg  ̂ calculated for a 100 g lamprey is directly 

comparable with values calculated in a similar manner for even the 

most active teleosts such as KatswJonus pelconis and Traohurv.s 

tvaahurus (Hughes and Morgan, 1973) .
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4. OXYGEN CONSUMPTION

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The terra standard oxygen consumption has been defined by 

Krogh (1914) as the "nearest attainable approximation to the basal 

metabolism which would attain when all organs were absolutely at 

rest," In view of the inherent difficulties in obtaining such 

values in relatively active animals, such as most fish, the terra 

"routine metabolism" has been invoked to cover all those cases in 

which only spontaneous movements were observed (Beamish and 

Mookherjii, 1964). It thus covers everything between measurements 

of standard and active oxygen consumption, the latter referring to 

values obtained when the fisn is stimulated to maximum activity. 

Because of the. problems of directly determining standard rates in 

active fishes, they have generally been obtained either by 

eliminating those measurements made during intermittent activity 

or by extrapolation back to zero from a series of oxygen 

consumption values obtained at different swinging speeds (Section 

1.3,2.). As pointed out earlier, however, these problems are not 

so pronounced in larval and adult lampreys because both stages are 

frequently inactive for long periods. Thus, the araraocoete will 

settle dô vn and exhibit little or no spontaneous movement when 

provided with a suitable substrate and a flow of well oxygenated 

water (Hill and Potter, 1970; Potter, Hill and Gentleman, 1970; 

Potter and Rogers, 1972). Likewise, the adult will remain sucked 

onto the inside of a respiratory chamber for some time. Moreover, 

the periods when intermittent activity occurs can be eliminated
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from any continuous monitoring of oxygen consumption by observing 

the clear resultant c’ inges in concomitant recordings of the EGG 

and respiratory potentials (Claridge, Potter and Hugties, 1973;

Glaridge and Potter, 1975).

During metamorphosis, the animal changes from a burrowing 

mode of life to one in which much of its time is spent attached to 

various objects, which in the trophic phase of parasitic species 

would include teleost hosts. Clearly, therefore, in any study of 

respiration during metamorphosis the respirometer has to be of such 

a design that it provides a suitable environment for the measurement 

of standard oxygen consumption at all stages. When comparing 

metabolic rates of the metamorphosing River and Brook lampreys it 

is also important to remember that differences exist between the 

biology of their post-larval stages. For example, the young adult 

of anadromous lampreys is sexually immature at the termination of 

metamorphosis and is preparing for a downstream migration prior to 

entering the marine trophic phase. In contrast, the trophic 

structures of nonparasitic species have by this stage undergone 

degeneration, their gonads are approaching maturity and the 

secondary sexual characteristics are about to develop.

This study was initiated in an attempt to obtain standard 

rates of oxygen consumption during the metamorphosis of both the 

River and Brook lampreys. Since the respiration of both species 

remain burrowed for much of metamorphosis, the respiroraeter selected 

was that previously employed for studying oxygen consumption in 

burrowed amraocoetes (Hill and Potter, 1970; Potter and Rogers, 1972). 

Prior to its use, however, preliminary studies were conducted to 

ascertain that the wall of this respirometer clearly provided a sur

face on which animals would readily attach ac completion of metamorphosis
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4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The staging of the metamorphosing animals was carried out 

using the descriptions given by Bird (1976). Six stages are therefore 

recognised for L. fluviatitiSf the last corresponding to individuals 

about to migrate downstream to the sea. Six stages are also present 

in L, planevi but immediately following these in this species are 

Stages 7 and 8 which correspond to sexually mature and spent animals 

respectively. Stage 7 corresponds to the much larger sexually mature 

adults of L. fluvi-atilis caught at the end of the upstream migration, 

the respiratory characteristics of which have already been studied 

(Claridge et 1973; Claridge and Potter, 1975).

Aramocoetes and metamorphosing animals were kept in aquaria

containing well aerated and aged tap water and a natural silt
;

substrate into which they co'rld readily burrow. The temperature of 

the water was generally maintained at 10 - 1°C, although a few animals 

were also acclimated at either 5 - 0.5°C or 15 - 1°C, and the lightiig 

was adjusted to provide a cycle of 11 hours light to 13 hours 

darkness. Experiments were performed after the animals had been 

acclimated at the experimental temperature for at least seven days.

The only exceptions to this rule were the spent and partially spent 

animals which were collected from their spawning beds and used for 

experiments after only 24 hours acclimation.

The respirometer, whose basic mechanisms have been described 

in detail by Hill and Potter (1970), consisted of twelve 225 ml 

circular animal chambers, each having a height of 16 cm and a diameter 

of 6 cm (Fig.29). The substrate of glass beads (0.5 - 1.0 mm 

diameter) occupied the bottom of the chamber to a depth of 7 cm.

The water space above the substrate surface permitted the animal to



FIGURE 29

Diagram of a single channel of the respirometer used for 

the determination of standard oxygen consumption, ^
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swim without undue hinderance, either before they had burrowed or 

after emergence from the substrate, A multichannel peristaltic pump 

maintained a continuous flow of aerated water through the animal 

chambers, A flow of 100 - 120 ml”  ̂ h”  ̂ was used for those stages 

with low rates of oxygen consumption, whereas 160 - 180 ml“  ̂ h  ̂ was 

employed where the metabolic rate was relatively much higher. The 

oxygen content of the sampling bottles, located immediately after each 

■animal chamber, was determined by a modified Winkler analysis (Pomeroy 

'and Kirschman, 1945), Differences between each of these and identical 

controls containing no animals were then used in conjunction with the 

known flow rates and the weight of the animal (measured to the nearest 

10 mg wet weight) to ascertain the rates of oxygen consumption.

Oxygen determinations were made at 4 hourly intervals over a 28 hour 

period, readings commencing 24 hours after the animals had been placed 

in the. chambers. Standard oxygen consumption of each animal refers 

to measurements made during those periods after it had been observed 

to be inactive, either when burrowed, lying on the substrate or 

attached to the wall of the chamber. 111 L, planeri and 61 L, fluvia- 

were used for measurements of standard oxygen consumption, with 

at least three separate measurements being made on each animal. 

Although the data on standard oxygen consumption are based largely on 

measurements made during the light phase, a number rf observations 

made on the animals in the dark with the aid of a 40 watt red bulb 

also permitted standard estimates to be made under these conditions. 

Ventilatory rates were obtained by timing a number of branchial 

contractions in inactive animals and expressing these as beats min” .̂

The mean weights and lengths of larval L, fluV'iatilis and 

L, plœieri (- 95% confidence limits), measured at the end of each
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experiment after anaesthetisation in MS222 (Sandoz), were 1,42 - 

0,22 g and 100,6 - 5,25 mra and 2,81 - 0,39 g and 123,7 - 5,45 ram. 

The mean weights and lengths of post-larval L, ftuviatilis ranged 

from 1,59 - 0,56 g and 96,40 - 4,91 ram near the beginning of 

metamorphosis to 1.27 - 0,13 g and 96,7 - 2,99 mm at Stage 6 , The 

mean weights and lengths of Stages 1 to 8 in L, planei'i- ranged from 

3c49 - 0,11 g and 125,30 - 5,6 ram to 2,08 - 0,77 g and 116,3 - 

9,11 mra.

4,3, RESULTS

4,3,1, Behaviour of Animals

All amraocoetes and representatives of Stages 1 and 2 of 

both species had burrowed into the glass bead substrate o^ the 

respiroraeter within 30 seconds of being removed from the holding 

tanks. Although Stages 3-5 took rather longer to burrow, their 

continuation of a burrowing habit in the respiroraeter throughout the 

whole of the experimental period (Fig,30) was consistent with 

observations made on animals both in the field and in laboratory 

aquaria. In Stage 6 , however, animals started emerging at times 

from the substrate and in many cases they did not burrow at any time 

after their introduction into the animal chamber. The representatives 

of Stage 6 of L, fluviatitis thus spent most of their time either 

lying on the substrate surface or attached to the wall of the 

chamber. Activity was more pronounced in the dark phase, thus 

paralleling observations made on young adults examined in March and 

April (Potter and Huggins, 1973),
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In Stage 6 of L. ptaner-i^ a similar amount of time was 

spent emerged and the burrowing habit was lost entirely at sexual 

maturity (Stage 7), Although the sexually mature animals, and more 

particularly the males than the females, were still more active in 

the dark than in the light, this situation does not reflect the 

situation found in the field during the spasming period, where the 

vigorous spa^Aming behaviour of L, planeri has been described as 

taking place during the day (Lohnisky, 1966; Hardisty and Potter, 

1971c; Dines, 1973), Since the commencement of breeding in the 

spring is apparently related to the attainment of a critical 

threshold water temperature of about 1 1°C, it is during the warm 

periods of the day that the mature animals will for the first time 

be exposed to this temperature. Thus, the great activity associated 

with the initiation of spawning behaviour, triggered by temperature 

rises in »-he day, will almost certainly override any retention of 

a circadian rhythm of activity in which, as previously, movement 

occurs more frequently during the dark phase.

From an experimental point of view, it would be virtually 

impossible to acclimate mature animals for several days at or above 

threshold spawning temperatures since, once initiated, breeding is 

often completed within a very short period of time. Moreover, it 

is because of the brief time that the animals also live after 

spawning that they could not, as in all other cases, be acclimated 

at the experimental temperature for more than a few hours.
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4.3.3 Oxygen Consumption and Ventilatory Frequency

At lO^C, the mean rate of standard oxygen consumption in

larval L. planevi and L. ftuviatilis were 20.3 and 29.3 yl h” ^
}

respectively (Figs, 31 and 32), The significant difference (p < 0 .0 1 ) 

between oxygen uptake in the two species is almost certainly related 

to differences in the weights of the two groups of amraocoetes. At 

the same time, it is important to reraemoer that the size differences 

are not the result of a sampling error, but a reflection of a
I
careful choice of the amraocoetes of each species so that they would

»
correspond to the size of their respective metamorphosing stages.

The greater weight of L. planeri (2,8 g) compared with 

L, ftuviatilis (1,4 g) thus genuinely reflects both the weight of 

the animals representing the two species at the different sampling 

sites as well as the characteristically larger size of the non

parasitic lamprey at the beginning of metamorphosis (Hardisty and 

Potter, 1971c), From a comparative point of view, it is of interest 

that the mean rates of oxygen consumption in larval L, ftuviatilis 

and L, ptanevi lie either side of the mean rate recorded for 

lohthyomyzon hubbsi at the same temperature (Hill and Potter, 1970), 

These data thus provide further evidence that aramocoetes are 

characterised by a low metabolic rate for their size.

In L, planeri, the standard rate of oxygen consumption 

increases slowly during the initial period of metamorphosis before 

rising more sharply to reach levels of just above 50 yl g”  ̂ h"^ at 

Stages 4 and 5 of L, ftuviatilis precluded measurements of their 

oxygen consumption, it is clear that the pattern exhibited by this 

species is similar (Fig,32). Thus, at Stage 6 the mean standard
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rate had increased to 60 pi a value approximately twice

that of the aramocoete.

Following the completion of Stage 6 and the assumption of 

secondary sexual characters, the rates of the sexually mature 

representatives of L, -planeri (Stage 7) exhibit a marked change and 

a sexual dimorphism. Thus, the rate in males reaches a mean of

73.3 pi g""̂  h“ ,̂ whereas in females at the same stage it is only

44.1 pi g”  ̂ h“  ̂ (Fig.31). By Stage 8 comprising the spent and
!/partially spent animals, the rates of males and females have 

declined to values of 59.0 and 39.5 pi g“  ̂ h“ .̂ A circadian rhythm 

of oxgen consumption was clearly present in Stages 6 and 7 in 

contrast to the situation in the larvae where no elevation occurred 

during the dark phase (Fig.33).

Although the measurements for the ammocoetes and 

representatives of Stage 6 are based on animals tnat were no' 

moving in the period prior to analysis, the increased level of 

intermittent activity in the sexually mature animals at night made 

comparable determinations throughout the dark phase virtually 

impossible. Thus, while the values for larvae and Stage 6 correspond 

to standard oxygen consumption, those for Stage 7, especially at 

the beginning of the dark period, must be regarded as reflecting 

routine oxygen consumption.

Tnese data on changes in oxygen consumption in males 

between Stages 6,7 and 8 are paralleled by the pattern found in the 

ventilatory frequency (Fig.34). Thus, a mean rate of 66.2 beats 

min~l at Stage 6 , is followed by a pronounced rise to 110,5 beats 

min"l at Stage 7 before falling to 85.6 at Stage 8 , By contrast, 

however, the mean ventilatory frequency in females shows a slight
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FIGURE 34

The mean ventilatory frequency 95 confidence limits) 

for the last three stages in the life cycle of 

L* jptaneri»
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rise to 71.6 beats nin~^ at maturity before declining to 61.7 beats 

min"l after spawning.

That oxygen consumption is influenced by temperature is 

illustrated by the differences in the standard values obtained at 

5, IvÔ C and 15^G (Fig.35). For example, in Stage 6 of 

L, fluvïatitis the rate at 5°C was only 24.3 yl h“  ̂compared

with 60.4 yl g*~̂  h“  ̂ at 10°C and 103.8 yl g*“  ̂ h  ̂ at 15°C. In 

terms of the temperature range 5 to 15°C, the Qjq ^̂ as found to 

range from a low of 3.57 in Stage 6 of L, planeri- to 5.51 in larvae 

of the same species (Table 6 ). Temperature also greatly affects 

the rate of branchial pumping (Fig.36). For example, the 

ventilatory frequency in Stage 6 of L, planeri rose from 45.8 at 

5°C to 66.2 at lO^C to 107.6 at 15°C. Essentially the same pattern 

is found in Stage 6 of L. fluviatilis except that the values are 

slightly lower than those found in the brook lamprey. ?ne data 

expressed as a Qjq over the range 5 - 15°C is 2.35 in L, planeri 

and 2.96 in L. fluviatilis.

4.4 DISCUSSION

Although Leach’s (1946) data on Ichthyomyzon fossor 

suggests that oxygen consumption decreases during the early stages 

of metamorphosis, no such indications were found in this study of 

comparable stages in the life cycle of L. fluviatilis and L, pla>ier', 

It is possible that the apparent decline in Leach’s experiments 

with J. fossor can be attributed to the differential effects of the 

absence of a substrate on unburrowed animals at different stages. 

The lack of a substrate has been shown for example to result in



FIGURE 35

The mean rate of standard rate of oxygen consumption
+ 5)(- 95 confidence limits) for larval and representative

metamorphosing stages of L, planeri and L, fluviatilis 

at 5, 10 and 15° C.
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TABLE 6

The Qjo for standard oxygen consumption and ventilatory 

frequency for larval and representative metamorphosing 

stage of L, ftuviatzlis and L, planeri.



TABLE 6

OXYGEN
CONSUMPTION

Temperature

5 - 10° C 10 - 13° C 3 - 13° C

L, flii-oiatilis

Larval 7.26 3.83 5.29
Stage 1 6.19 3.04 4.34
Stage 6 6.18 2.95 4.24

L. planevi
Larval 6.41 4.76 3.31
Stage 4 3.23 4.71 3.91
Stage 6 5.60 2.28 3.57

VENTILATORY
FREQUENCY

Temperature

3 - 10° C 10 - 13° C 3 - 15° C

L. flv.v-iatilis 
Stage 6 3.09 2.83 2.96

L, planevi 
Stage 6 2.09 2.64 2.33



FIGURE 36

The mean ventilatory frequency 95 confidence limits) 

for Stage 6 of L, fiu'Oiat'iZis and L, vZanevi, at 

5, 10 and 15° C.
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increased oxygen consumption in ainmocoetes, a feature due to the 

presence of a limited movement even after the animals have been 

in the chamber for some hours (Potter and Rogers, 1972). With 

respect to behaviour, observations indicate that the early meta

morphosing individuals, which also burrow, tend to be slightly less 

active when deprived of a substrate. The values for oxygen 

consumption in the early metamorphosing animals in Leach's study 

may thus have had, compared with ainraocoetes, a rather lower 

component attributable to activity and for this reason therefore 

provided indications of a relative decline in metabolism during this 

stage of transformation.

It has been suggested by Damas (1935) that the alterations 

in the pharyngeal apparatus during the early stages of metamorphois 

result in the animal entering a situation which he likened to 

"partial asphyxiation". In view, however, of the many changes 

occurring at this time in a variety of different structures, all of 

which must presumably require oxygen, it would seem unlikely that the 

changes in the respiratory system would preclude the uptake of oxygen by 

the gills. At the same time, the changes in the pharynx may be 

sufficiently drastic to lower the maximum rate attainable from that 

which can be achieved in the aramocoete during activity. Indeed, 

the great sensitivity of the early metamorphosing stages, 

exemplified by the care with which they have to be transported after 

capture in the field, may be due to limits in their ability to 

extract sufficient oxygen under stress.

This study clearly shows that the rate of oxygen 

consumption increases markedly during the metamorphosis of both 

L, fluviatilis and L. planevi. Thus, at 10°C, the rate in Stage 6
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representatives of both the River and Brook lampreys had risen to 

levels at least twice that of comparable sized larvae. It is of 

interest that the sexual dimorphism in oxygen consumption in the 

subsequent stage in the Brook lamprey parallels almost exactly the 

situation found in the River lamprey at maturity (Claridge and Potter, 

1975), Thus, in both species the metabolic rate rises in males and 

declines in females. This difference may however, be partly due to 

the fact that at maturity the body weight of females increases 

markedly due to the uptake of water into the body cavity (Larsen,

1973; Claridge and Potter, 1975). A higher rate of standard 

oxygen consumption in males is consistent, however, with its greater 

activity at spawning time both in the preparation of the redd and 

in breeding behaviour (Hardisty and Potter, 1971b).

Another parallel between Brook and River lampreys is that 

the actua? values for the two species are relatively similar at 

spawning. Thus, in the River lamprey at 9.5°C, the mean rates 

recorded for males and females were 63 and 36 pi g  ̂ h  ̂

respectively compared with 73 and 44 pi g~^ h”  ̂ obtained at 10°C in 

this study of the Brook lamprey. The fact that the difference 

between the two species is not greater is perhaps surprising in 

view of the vast disparity in the size of the mature stages of the 

River (mean 45 g) and Brook (mean 2.8 g) lampreys. For example, 

in most animals the metabolic rate increases markedly with body 

size (see Prosser, 1973; Schmidt-Nielson, 1975), a change reflected 

by a regression coefficient of less than unity in the logarithmic 

equation relating oxygen consumption and body weight. In contrast, 

however, to a regression coefficient of 0.75 calculated for the 

values for a wide variety of different animals (Hemmingsen, 1960)
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the regression coefficients for adult lampreys are much nearer to 

unity. For example, regression coefficients of 0.912 and 0,925 

have been recorded for L, fluviatilis (Claridge and Potter, 1975) and 

an even higher mean of 0.949 has been recorded for experiments 

carried out on the landlocked Sea lamprey at different temperatures 

(Beamish, 1973).

The above regression coefficients for adults, reflecting 

a relatively small change in metabolic rate with size, contrast 

with the situation in aramocoetes for which a value of 0.718 has 

been recorded for larval J. hubbsi (Hill and Potter, 1970). This 

feature, together with the considerable size differences between 

larvae and those adult stages which have been investigated, have to 

a certain extent in the past hindered comparisons between the

metabolic rates of different life cycle stages. Furthermore, the>
uronounced change at sexual maturity in the standard metabolic rate 

of males end females of both the River and Brook lampreys, together 

with the previous finding that oxygen uptake, in the River lamprey 

increases markedly over the last three months of the upstream 

migration, emphasises the necessity for caution in the drawing of 

these types of comparisons. However, on the basis of all the data 

and especially the higher levels at the termination of metamorphosis, 

there can now be little doubt that both immature and mature adult 

lampreys have a greatly increased rate of oxygen consumption after 

they have entered the adult phase of the life cycle.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

One of the major features to arise from this study is the 

demonstration of the remarkable degree of convergence that exists 

between the components of the respiratory systems of lampreys and 

gnathostomatous fishes. This applies particularly to the arrangement 

of the secondary lamellae on the filaments and to the appearance of 

these structures under the scanning and transmission electron 

/'microscope. At the same time, this similarity can be contrasted 

with fundamental differences between other aspects of the branchial 

apparatus. For example, the gill bearing arches which are located 

internally to the gills in gnathostomatous fishes are positioned 

externally in lampreys. It would thus appear that whatever type of 

gill arrangement has been developed by a group, there have been 

strong selection pressures to evolve oxygen exchange structures whose 

shape and arrangement conform to a basic pattern.

The conservative shape and arrangement of the secondary 

lamellae is perhaps even more surprising when considered in the 

context of differences between the ventilatory mechanisms. For 

example, the unidirectional current of the gnathostomatous fishes can 

be contrasted with the tidal mechanism found in adult lampreys.

There would thus appear to be a mechanism within the adult gill pouch 

to facilitate the passage of water over the gills during the main 

phase of oxygen exchange in a manner similar to that found in 

teleosts. Another point of contrast in the ventilatory current of the 

adult is provided by the fact that in both aramocoetes and teleosts 

the flow is unidirectional and the respiratory and feeding currents 

are not separated.
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With respect to the gill area, it is perhaps surprising to 

discover that, despite changes during metamorphosis, the gill areas 

of larval lampreys were similar to those animals that were nearing 

the end of metamorphosis. Since in teleosts the total gill area can 

be correlated with the degree of activity, the total respiratory 

surface area of the rather sedentary aramocoetes might have been 

expected to be less than the more active adult. Another aspect of the 

measurements of the gill areas is that they approximate to those of 

the very active teleosts. Since larval lampreys tend to be inactive 

for long periods and adult lampreys can only be made to swim rapidly 

for short periods (Beamish, 1974), the ventilatory mechanism in 

lampreys may not be as efficient as in teleosts. How efficient these 

mechanisms are in lampreys must await, however, more detailed studies 

of the efficiency of gaseous exchange across the gills and the energy 

cost of ventilation. Furthermore, little is known about the way in 

which a unidirectional flow of oxygenated water is maintained across 

the gills of the aramocoete when it is burrowed.

Although the gill areas of larvae and adults are similar, 

the heart ratio in the latter is greater (Claridge and Potter, 1974). 

This feature is almost certainly an adaptation to a more active mode 

of life, as also is the shift to the right of the oxygen equilibrium 

curve (Bird, Lutz and Potter, 1976). Furthermore, the increased 

activity is almost certainly related to the marked elevation in 

standard oxygen consumption that occurs during metamorphosis. There 

are thus several specific characteristics of the respiratory physiology 

which can now be related to the divergent mode of life of the two 

stages in the life cycle of lampreys.
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